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Heaven Randy Alcorn
What will heaven be like? Randy Alcorn presents a thoroughly biblical answer, based
on years of careful study, presented in an engaging, reader-friendly style. His
conclusions will surprise readers and stretch their thinking about this important subject.
Heaven will inspire readers to long for heaven while they're living on earth.
In a language kids can understand, Randy Alcorn explores Biblical answers to the
questions kids often have about heaven. As in the adult title, Heaven, he addresses the
difference between the present Heaven, where we go when we die, and the New Earth,
where we will live forever with Jesus after he returns. Intended for kids age 8-12,
Heaven for Kids is sure to be an excellent resource for families, especially those in
which the parents have read the adult title and wish to pass on that same level of
understanding to their children. The book features ten chapters of questions, and
answers based on scripture and written in a style relevant to today's kids. The book
also has a summary of the Gospel for those who want to be sure they are going to
Heaven someday. Randy encourages kids to live “in Light of Heaven.”
For those times when we’re wounded by broken trust, assaulted by disease, or
victimized by evil—or when we’re crushed to see such things happen to people we
love—Randy Alcorn offers something solid to hold onto: God's love. In this specially
focused condensation of Alcorn’s If God Is Good…: Faith in the Midst of Suffering and
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Evil, we’re continually guided into a deeper glimpse of God’s loving ways and higher
purposes—the very things we’re often most blinded to whenever we battle pain and
anguish. Alcorn avoids superficial or sentimental responses, and instead presses
forward boldly to explore all the troubling doubts and questions that agitate within us
when we confront suffering and evil. The issues are far from simple, the answers far
from easy—but Alcorn shows how the way of suffering—a path that Jesus himself
followed more than anyone else—can ultimately become a journey into wholeness and
even logic-defying joy.
Jesus spent more time talking about money and possessions than about heaven and
hell combined. But too often weve overlooked or misunderstood his most profound
teaching on this topic, from his words in Matthew 6. Far from discouraging his followers
from pursuing treasure, Jesus offers us life-changing investment advice. He actually
wants us to store up treasures for ourselvesjust not here on earth. Instead, he urges us
to store our treasure in heaven, where they will await us, and last forever. We cant take
it with usbut we can send it on ahead! The revolutionary concept of The Treasure
Principle has transformed how millions view giving. This Revised and Updated edition
features a new chapter plus a bonus section addressing frequently asked questions
about how to live generously in everyday life. Experience for yourself how the joy of
giving can make your life richer, starting today.
Every one of us will experience suffering. Many of us are experiencing it now. As we
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have seen in recent years, evil is real in our world, present and close to each one of us.
In such difficult times, suffering and evil beg questions about God--Why would an allgood and all-powerful God create a world full of evil and suffering? And then, how can
there be a God if suffering and evil exist? These are ancient questions, but also modern
ones as well. Atheists such as Richard Dawkins, Christopher Hitchens, and even
former believers like Bart Ehrman answer the question simply: The existence of
suffering and evil proves there is no God. In this captivating new book, best-selling
author Randy Alcorn challenges the logic of disbelief, and brings a fresh, realistic, and
thoroughly biblical insight to the issues these important questions raise. Alcorn offers
insights from his conversations with men and women whose lives have been torn apart
by suffering, and yet whose faith in God burns brighter than ever. He reveals the big
picture of who God is and what God is doing in the world–now and forever. And he
equips you to share your faith more clearly and genuinely in this world of pain and fear.
"As he did in his best-selling book, Heaven, Randy Alcorn delves deep into a profound
subject, and through compelling stories, provocative questions and answers, and keen
biblical understanding, he brings assurance and hope to all." -Publishers Weekly
In 40 Questions About Heaven and Hell, Alan Gomes surveys the Old and New
Testaments to present a comprehensive picture of the afterlife. The question-andanswer format makes it easy to find answers to specific questions on heaven, hell, the
intermediate state, the final judgment, and life in eternity. Readers will find solid
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answers to many vital questions: · What should we conclude about those who claim to
have seen heaven or hell? · Is it possible for us to communicate with the dead? · Is
there such a place as purgatory? · What will our resurrected bodies be like? · What will
we do in the eternal state? · Will there be animals in the eternal state? · What is hell
like? · How can a God of love send people to an eternal hell? · Did Jesus "descend into
hell" like the Apostles' Creed says? Study notes point to additional resources for
learning, and reflection questions at the end of each chapter make the book ideal for
small group studies.
Accompanying the official study guide to bestselling author Randy Alcorn's book
Heaven, this video series sets the tone for study, reflection, and response to biblical
truths that give us peace for today and hope for tomorrow. Through viewing these six
video sessions, participants will Learn to identify and understand some of the significant
biblical texts on Heaven. Take time to focus on the hope of Heaven through worship
music and reflection. Cultivate an eternal perspective that will offer peace in today's
circumstances. Whether you are grieving the loss of a loved one, longing for peace in a
troubled world, or simply curious about your future, Heaven: The Official Study Guide
Video Series will help you prepare to dig into what the Bible says about the eternal
home God has prepared for His children.
This pocket-sized 60-page booklet provides a sampling of some of the questions and
answers found in Randy Alcorn's Heaven. This handy little booklet makes a great gift!
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Features: 18 easy-to-understand questions and answers adapted from the best-selling
Heaven Perfect gift for non-believers Great evangelism piece Convenient pocket-size,
easy to fit in purses, backpacks, and briefcases Affordably priced
An attractive gift book of 100 joyful meditations on the nature of heaven, our hearts’ true
home.We all think about heaven--or at least we wonder what will happen to us after we die.
For the Christian, these should be comforting, exciting thoughts. In this beautiful devotional gift
book, Joni Eareckson Tada has chosen short excerpts from her book, Heaven, and arranged
them around common topics such as: Where is heaven and what is it like? What will we do in
heaven? Each inspiring and faith-filled meditation is paired with a verse of scripture and a heartfelt prayer.
The first book in the Ollie Chandler series, this rerelease of the Randy Alcorn bestseller is a
heart-pounding murder mystery When tragedy strikes those closest to him, Jake Woods must
draw upon all his resources to uncover the truth about the suspicious accident. Soon he finds
himself swept up in a murder investigation that is both complex and dangerous. Unaware of
the threat to his own life, Jake is drawn in deeper and deeper as he desperately searches for
the answers to the immediate mystery at hand and—ultimately—the deeper meaning of his own
existence. Deadline is a dramatic and vivid novel of substance, filled with hope and perspective
for every reader who longs to feel purpose in life.
No author in history has more material in print than Charles Spurgeon. During his lifetime,
Spurgeon and his writings affected the world far and wide. Today, nearly 120 years after his
death, countless people continue to have a passion for this London preacher, and more and
more discover him every day. Some of Spurgeon’s most powerful sermons were those that he
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preached on the topic of Heaven. Up until now, however, very few of these sermons have been
accessible to a mass audience. In what is sure to become an instant classic, best-selling
author Randy Alcorn has compiled the most profound spiritual insights on the topic of eternity
from these sermons and arranged them into an easily-accessible, highly inspirational
devotional format complete with his own comments and devotional thoughts. Whether you are
familiar with the works of Charles Spurgeon or not, you are in for a treat, as Alcorn invites you
to sit at the feet of the Prince of Preachers and discover timeless pearls of wisdom from one of
the greatest theological minds of all time.
This is a companion study guide to Randy Alcorn's best-selling Heaven. The Heaven Study
Guide is designed to facilitate group discussion, but can also be used for individual study. The
study guide is divided up into chapters that correlate with the chapters in Heaven. The Heaven
Study Guide features more than 200 thought-provoking questions. You'll find helpful excerpts
and Scripture references. The guide provides an easy-to-use workbook format that allows you
to write directly in the book, plus additional space for study notes.
Collects quotes on different aspects of heaven and the after life such as beauty, children,
gender and sexuality, judgment and justice, and worship and music.
This pocket-sized 60-page booklet provides a sampling of some of the questions and answers
found in Randy Alcorn's Heaven.This handy little booklet makes a great gift! Features: 18 easyto-understand questions and answers adapted from the best-selling Heaven Perfect gift for nonbelievers Great evangelism piece Convenient pocket-size, easy to fit in purses, backpacks,
and briefcases Affordably priced
Christians are supposed to be happy. In fact, we are supposed to radiate joy, peace, and
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contentment that is so unmistakable and so attractive that others are naturally drawn to us
because they want what we have. And yet, in today’s culture, the vast majority of Christians
are perceived as angry, judgmental people who don’t seem to derive any joy from life
whatsoever. So why aren’t we happy? Unfortunately, many Christians are taught early on that
God doesn’t want us to be happy (he wants us to be holy). In fact, many Christians are
laboring under the false notion that God himself is not happy. But nothing could be further from
the truth! God does want us to be happy. The Bible is filled with verses that prove that ours is a
happy, joy-filled God who not only loves celebrations but also desperately wants his children to
be happy. Why else would He go to the lengths He did to ensure our eternal happiness in His
presence? We know that we will experience unimaginable joy and happiness in Heaven, but
that doesn’t mean we can’t also experience joy and happiness here on earth. In Happiness,
noted theologian Randy Alcorn dispels centuries of misconceptions about happiness and
provides indisputable proof that God not only wants us to be happy, He commands it. The
most definitive study on the subject of happiness to date, this book is a paradigm-shifting wakeup call for the church and Christians everywhere.
Reflections that bring eternity to light.

Drawing on a lifetime of pastoral experience, The Care of Souls is a beautifully written
treasury of proven wisdom which pastors will find themselves turning to again and
again. Harold Senkbeil helps remind pastors of the essential calling of the ministry:
preaching and living out the Word of God while orienting others in the same direction.
And he offers practical and fruitful adviceâe"born out of his five decades as a
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pastorâe"that will benefit both new pastors and those with years in the pulpit. In a time
when many churches have lost sight of the real purpose of the church, The Care of
Souls invites a new generation of pastors to form the godly habits and practical wisdom
needed to minister to the hearts and souls of those committed to their care.
For thirty years Randy Alcorn has been encouraging people-young and old-to pursue
the rewards of sexual purity. Too often we settle for a compromised Christianity that's
just a baptized version of the world's sad existence, rather than the abundant life to
which God calls us. This book deals with - raising children to embrace sexual purity providing an example of purity in the home - protecting purity in dating (at any age) and maintaining purity in marriage. Biblical, practical, and concise, The Purity Principle
is a one-stop handbook for individuals, families and churches. Some people have given
up on purity. Some have never tried. Bestselling author Randy Alcorn shows us why, in
this culture of impurity, the stakes are so high—and what we can do to experience the
freedom of purity. Impurity will always destroy us; purity always leads to higher
pleasures! Choose wisely. Let the insights of this amazing book—written for old and
young, married and single—help you gain your footing on the path to truly lasting joy.
In bestseller after bestseller, Randy Alcorn has held readers spellbound with fastpaced, gripping fiction infused with eternal themes. Now, he responds to the
widespread hunger for more insight on this subject with a straightforward, real-life look
at heaven, rewards, and how to live in light of eternity. The deepest longing of your
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heart is for one person and one place. Jesus is that person. Heaven is that place. A
thousand counterfeits vie for your attention, trying to convince you that they are what
you're looking for. But you'll never find true satisfaction with what this world has to offer.
What you really crave can only be found in the land of substance: Heaven. In Light of
Eternity will grip your soul and open your eyes to the realities of Heaven. Far from
boring, Heaven promises to be an exhilarating adventure in which every chapter is
better than the one before. With clear biblical teaching and illustrative stories and
reflections, Alcorn shows how your life today will impact the eternal reality that awaits
you. Let this book guide you into discovering how wonderful your eternal future will
be--and what you can do now to prepare for it.
What will Heaven be like? Randy Alcorn presents a thoroughly biblical answer, based
on years of careful study. His conclusions will surprise readers and stretch their thinking
about this important subject.
What does the Bible really say about money? This completely revised and updated
version of the classic best-seller provides a Christian perspective about money and
material possessions based on the author's painstaking study of the Bible. Randy
Alcorn uses the Scriptures to approach this often touchy subject head-on. Thoughtprovoking arguments challenge readers to rethink their attitudes and use their Godgiven resources in ways that will have an eternal impact. Alcorn deals straightforwardly
with issues of materialism, stewardship, prosperity theology, debt, and more. An
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excellent choice for group study as well as individual financial guidance. Includes a
study guide and appendix with additional resources.
Have You Ever Wondered . . . What will Heaven look like? Will I recognize my family
and friends? Will childhood pets be there? We all have questions about what Heaven
will be like, and now the answers are right at your fingertips! Inspired by Randy
Alcorn’s million-copy bestseller, Heaven, this beautiful little book provides solid,
biblically based answers to more than 100 questions about God, Heaven, angels, and
eternity. So if you’ve ever wondered if Heaven is for real—the answer is yes! In fact, you
won’t believe how real it actually is.
Ten-year-old Jake struggles to understand his grandma's death. But as he spends two
weeks at his grandfather's home, he is able to receive answers to his questions about
Heaven. As Jake and Grandpa fish, watch the stars, and take long walks, Grandpa
shares what the Bible says about the reality and beauty of Heaven. As Jake learns the
truth about Heaven, he begins to better understand and accept his grandmother's
death. As readers uncover the truths in the dialogue between Grandpa and Jake, they
will better appreciate the home that awaits all who place their faith in Christ.
If God is sovereign, how can I be free to choose? But if God is not sovereign, how can
he be God? Is it possible to reconcile God's sovereignty with human choice? This is
one of the most perplexing theological questions. It's also one of the most personal. In
hand in Hand, Randy Alcorn says that the traditional approach to this debate has often
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diminished our trust in God and his purposes. Instead of making a one-sided argument
from select verses, Alcorn examines the question in light of all Scripture. By exploring
what the whole Bible says about divine sovereignty and human choice, hand in Hand
helps us... · Carefully and honestly examine the different views on this issue · Gain a
deeper understanding of God · Appreciate God's design in providing us the freedom of
meaningful choice · See the value in better understanding what we cannot fully
understand · Learn how to communicate about the issue in clear and compassionate
ways · More fully experience the unity Christ intends for his Church A careful guide
through Scripture, hand in Hand shows us why God's sovereignty and meaningful
human choice work together in a beautiful way. Includes small-group discussion
questions.

ECPA 2020 Christian Book Award Finalist! Wouldn’t it be great if we could do
what pleases God, helps others, and is best for us—at the same time? Can we
live the good life without being selfish? In Giving Is the Good Life, bestselling
author Randy Alcorn teaches life-changing biblical principles of generosity and
tells stories of people who have put those radical principles into practice. Each
story is a practical application that can help stimulate your imagination and
expand your dreams of serving Jesus in fresh ways. These real-life models give
you not just words to remember but footprints to follow. Giving Is the Good Life
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reveals a grander view of God and generosity—one that stretches far beyond our
imagination and teaches us what the good life is really all about.
This workbook provides six weeks of interactive Bible study with a group leader
guide in the back.
Imagine Heaven the way the Bible describes it-a place of exquisite beauty
brimming with marvelous detail and intricate patterns; a special dwelling place
free of corruption and sin; and a place of both rest and enjoyable, meaningful
work.Let the power and majesty of Heaven fill your heart with joy as you color
these 40 designs carefully interpreted from the pages of Scripture. Savor a
respite from daily life as you read and meditate on devotions from best-selling
author Randy Alcorn, a leading authority on Heaven. Picturing Heaven will offer
you comfort and relaxation, while filling your heart with restful assurance that God
prepares a special place for those who love Him.
A recent poll indicated that for every American who believes he or she is going to
Hell, there are 120 who believe they're going to Heaven. This optimism stands in
stark contrast to Jesus Christ's words written in the Bible: "Enter by the narrow
gate. For the gate is wide and the way is easy that leads to destruction, and
those who enter by it are many. For the gate is narrow and the way is hard that
leads to life, and those who find it are few"(Matthew 7:13-14). The truth is that
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according to the Bible we don't automatically go to Heaven. In fact, Hell--not
Heaven--is our default destination. Unless our sin problem is solved once and for
all, we can't enter Heaven. That's the bad news. But once that's straight in our
minds we're ready to hear the good news of Jesus Christ--Jesus took upon
himself, on the cross, the Hell we deserve so that we could experience for
eternity the Heaven we don't deserve! The Only Two Options There are two
possible destinations when we die--Heaven or Hell. Can we really know in
advance where we'll go? John, one of the writers of the Bible, said this: "I write
these things to you who believe in the name of the Son of God that you may
know that you have eternal life" (1 John 5:13). We can know for sure that we'll go
to Heaven when we die. Do you? To sin means to fall short of God's holy
standards. Sin is what ended Eden's paradise. And all of us, like Adam and Eve,
are sinners. "For all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God" (Romans
3:23). Sin separates us from a relationship with God (Isaiah 59:2). Sin deceives
us and makes us think that wrong is right and right is wrong (Proverbs 14:12). Sin
has terrible consequences, but God has provided a solution: "For the wages of
sin is death, but the free gift of God is eternal life in Christ Jesus our Lord"
(Romans 6:23). Jesus Christ, the Son of God, loved us so much that he became
a man to deliver us from our sin. "For God so loved the world, that he gave his
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only Son, that whoever believes in him should not perish but have eternal life"
(John 3:16). He came to identify with us in our humanity and our weakness, but
he did so without being tainted by our sin, self-deception, and moral failings
(Hebrews 4:15-16). Jesus died on the cross as the only one worthy to pay the
penalty for our sins demanded by the holiness of God: "For our sake he [God]
made him [Jesus] to be sin who knew no sin, so that in him we might become the
righteousness of God" (2 Corinthians 5:21). But God raised Jesus from the grave,
defeating sin's consequences and conquering death (1 Corinthians 15:3-4,
54-57). When Christ died on the cross for us, he said, "It is finished" (John
19:30). In those times "It is finished" was commonly written across certificates of
debt when they were canceled. It meant "Paid in full." Christ died so that the
certificate of debt, consisting of all our sins, could once and for all be marked
"Paid in full." The Critical Decision Only when our sins are dealt with in Christ can
we enter Heaven. We cannot pay our own way. Jesus said "No one comes to the
Father except through me" (John 14:6). "There is salvation in no one else, for
there is no other name under heaven given among men by which we must be
saved" (Acts 4:12). Because of Jesus Christ's sacrificial death on the cross on
our behalf, God freely offers us forgiveness. To be forgiven, we must recognize
and repent of our sins. Forgiveness is not automatic. It's conditioned upon
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confession: "If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins
and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness" (1 John 1:9). Christ offers to
everyone the gifts of forgiveness, salvation, and eternal life. "Let the one who is
thirsty come; let the one who desires take the water of life without price"
(Revelation 22:17). There's no righteous deed we can do that will earn us a place
in Heaven (Titus 3:5). We come to Christ empty-handed. We can take no credit
for salvation. "For by grace you have been saved through faith. And this is not
your own doing; it is the gift of God, not a result of works, so that no one may
boast" (Ephesians 2:8-9). This gift cannot be worked for, earned, or achieved. It's
dependent solely on Christ's generous sacrifice on our behalf. Now is the time to
make things right with God. Confess your sinfulness and accept the sacrifice of
Jesus Christ on your behalf. You are made for a person and a place. Jesus is the
person, and Heaven is the place. They are a package--they come together. You
cannot get Heaven without Jesus or Jesus without Heaven. "Seek the Lord while
he may be found; call upon him while he is near" (Isaiah 55:6). For all eternity
you'll be glad you did. If you understand what God has done to make forgiveness
and eternal life possible for you, you may want to express it in words like these:
"Dear Lord, I confess that I do not measure up to your perfect standard. Thank
you for sending Jesus to die for my sins. I now place my trust in him as my
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Savior. Thank you for your forgiveness and the gift of eternal life."
Every good sermon proclaims the gospel—even those from the Old Testament.
From the miracles of the Gospels to the teachings of the Epistles, the New
Testament is saturated with the saving work of Jesus Christ. But where is He in
the poetry, prophets, and history of the Old Testament? Your Old Testament
Sermon Needs to Get Saved is a practical handbook for preaching Christ from
the Old Testament. The book provides a comprehensive but simple hermeneutic
for discerning how Jesus is present on every page of the Hebrew Scriptures.
You’ll learn why and how to preach Christ from the Old Testament while
experiencing the beauty of discovering and teaching how the saving work of
Christ permeates the first two-thirds of the Bible.
A soul-stirring story of two college friends who reconnect after 20 years. One is
living life apart from God in comfortable corporate America while the other is
living for Christ under intense persecution in China.
Gently guides adults and children to see what the Bible really has to say about
Heaven and those who live there.
Grow in the grace and knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. To him be
glory both now and forever! 2 Peter 3:18 See Your Savior Through New Eyes No
human has changed the world more than Jesus, as demonstrated by the many
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great statements written about him through the ages. In It’s All About Jesus,
bestselling author Randy Alcorn has compiled some of the most powerful and
inspiring words ever said about the Son of God—words that will inspire, instruct,
and encourage you to love, trust, and follow him. You’ll find yourself spiritually
enriched as you read these profound and heartfelt observations about Jesus’
character, life, names, and more by well-known Bible scholars, teachers, and
writers such as Augustine, Martin Luther, Charles Spurgeon, Joni Eareckson
Tada, Francis Chan, and Trillia Newbell. It’s All About Jesus will… give you a
richer appreciation for who Jesus is and what he has done for you help you
discover what it means to seek Jesus above all else increase your motivation to
know Christ more intimately Grow closer than ever to the Savior as you reflect on
these insights that are all about Jesus.
This Group Discussion Guide is the companion to the HEAVEN DVD with 7 video
sessions taught by Randy Alcorn and based on his best-selling bookHEAVEN.
Produced by Lamplighter Media and Lifetogether Publishing this study is based
on the 5 Biblical purposes to enhance fellowship, discipleship, ministry,
evangelism and worship. After watching the 15 minute video segment the group
goes through this discussion guide. We recommend for each person in the group
to have their own copy so they can utilize group forms, note pages, and personal
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assessments to chart and track their spiritual growth. For the optimal experience,
included are daily reflections that coincide with Randy's 50 DAYS OF HEAVEN
devotional. In between group sessions, there are 7 optional devotions to reflect
on and apply to real-life applications. This study is also package in a LEADER
KIT that comes with a Discussion Guide and DVD with additional savings.
HEAVEN DVDs are also sold separately.
Why should we care about heaven? -- What is heaven like? -- When does a
person go to heaven? -- Where is heaven? -- Who goes to heaven?
The encouragement we crave—when we’re most in need Out of the deepest
hurts of the human condition, Randy Alcorn brings into clear focus our most
pressing questions about evil and suffering—including those that wrench our souls
when we or someone we love is victimized by evil or assaulted by disease. He
faces these questions with seasoned sensitivity, skillful insight, and a heart of
compassion. He dodges none of the difficulties, and never lapses into platitudes,
hand-wringing, or oversimplification. On this troubling but inescapable topic,
you’ll find frank acknowledgment of the inherent limitations that set humanity
apart from the God who has none. There’s also generous, real encouragement
that brings God nearer in our understanding when we need His comfort the most.
And amid our heavy doubts and swirling confusion on this topic, Randy Alcorn
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points us ultimately toward Jesus as “the only answer bigger than the
questions.”
Randy Alcorn, best-selling author of The Treasure Principle, makes a clear,
compelling case for an underemphasized scriptural principle: that believers will
receive differing rewards in heaven depending on their actions and choices here
on earth. Taken mainly from excerpts of Money, Possessions, and Eternity, The
Law of Rewards shows how our faith determines our eternal destination but our
behavior determines our eternal rewards. The Law of Rewards is published in
association with Generous Giving, Inc., a ministry of The Maclellan Foundation,
which offers practical tools and events designed to transform hearts and minds
for revolutionary generosity.
Imagine Being Pulled Into the Hereafter. While You’re Still Alive. A disillusioned
business executive whose life has hit a dead-end, Nick Seagrave has lost loved
ones to tragedy and his family to neglect. Now, at a point of great crisis, he
unbelievably and inexplicably finds himself transported to what appears to be
another world. Suddenly he’s confronted with profoundly clear views of his own
past and personality. At the same time, he’s enabled to see, hear, taste, and
smell the realities of both heaven and hell–realities that force him to face dangers
and trials far greater than any he’s known before. Pitted against flying beasts, a
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monstrous web that threatens to hold him captive, an evil, brooding intelligence,
and undeniable evidence of a spiritual world, Nick must finally consider the God
he claims not to believe in. Walking between two worlds, Nick Seagrave prepares
to make decisions that will change his life forever, as he stands on the Edge of
Eternity.
It’s time to fire up your imagination and rekindle a desire for Heaven in your
heart! Brimming with verses, quotes, and selected passages on the topic of
Heaven, the New Earth, and life after death, Eternal Perspectives is the most
comprehensive collection of quotations about Heaven ever compiled. Pulling
from noted authors, scholars, and theologians such as C.S. Lewis, Charles
Spurgeon, Jonathan Edwards, Alister McGrath, Martin Luther, Augustine, Max
Lucado, Philip Yancey, D. L. Moody, Dallas Willard, and countless others, Eternal
Perspectives is the ultimate resource for anyone looking for inspirational quotes
and passages on the topic of Heaven. Whether you choose to skip around or
read the volume straight through, these profound and enlightening insights will
help you draw closer to the One who made you for himself, and deepen your
desire for the place he is making for you, and where he wants to live with you
throughout eternity.
What will heaven be like? In his book $lt;I>Heaven,$lt;/I>Randy Alcorn presents a
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thoroughly biblical answer, based on years of careful study, presented in an
engaging, reader-friendly style. His conclusions will surprise readers and stretch
their thinking about this important subject. $lt;I>Heaven$lt;/I>will inspire readers
to long for heaven while they're living on earth.
Nathan loves baseball, but his spina bifida means he will spend his life in a
wheelchair, which makes him sad until he learns from his grandfather that one
day, Jesus will return to Earth and he will be able to run bases like other children.
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